Acceptance of New Internet Payment Method Will Hinge on System Compatibility and Risk Management

By tapping the Internet’s unique potential for speed and convenience, personal on-line payments have emerged as a convenient alternative to cash, check, and credit card transactions for those wishing to initiate and confirm small retail payments. However, the ultimate success of personal on-line payments will depend on greater interoperability of the payment providers’ diverse systems and on risk management, according to a new article in the *Economic Policy Review* (“Personal On-Line Payments,” vol. 7, no. 3).

Authors Kenneth Kuttner and James McAndrews explain that all personal on-line payment systems rely on web and e-mail technologies to initiate and confirm payments. Yet the systems differ in terms of the types of accounts they access—some of which are maintained by banks, others by nonbanks. Because the latter do not participate in a common clearing system, the transmission of payments between nonbanks is a cumbersome process. Therefore, “increased acceptance of this payment method will depend on effective risk control and improved settlement arrangements among nonbank providers,” observe Kuttner and McAndrews.

The authors identify several steps that nonbank on-line payment providers could take—short of adopting a common clearing system—to improve system interoperability. These include holding accounts in a common bank, using a bank to make interbank funds transfers on the providers’ behalf, and establishing a clearing house arrangement for netting and settling payments.

Kuttner and McAndrews also suggest that personal on-line payments are unlikely to have a significant impact on monetary policy. However, they contend that this new payment method does raise regulatory issues related to such concerns as consumer protection rights and the insurability of deposits in the providers’ on-line accounts.
In the summer of 2000, central banks from the G-10 countries surveyed large international banks about their use of stress tests—a tool that measures how the value of a firm’s portfolio will be affected by extreme financial or economic events. The object of the survey was to learn more about the types of shocks that most concern banks and to determine how banks use stress tests in their risk management programs.

In a review of the survey and its findings (“An International Survey of Stress Tests,” *Current Issues in Economics and Finance*, vol. 7, no. 10), Ingo Fender, Michael Gibson, and Patricia Mosser report that stock market crashes and emerging market crises head the list of events that concern banks. But while such scenarios are the most commonly simulated, the risks covered by respondents’ stress tests span all major asset classes and all geographic areas.

According to the authors, the survey shows broad similarities in the types of risks tested by banks. Nevertheless, individual stress test scenarios differ across banks, with marked variations evident in the size of the shocks simulated and the assumptions made about cross-market effects. These variations, the authors note, reflect differences in the underlying portfolios and business lines of the institutions surveyed, as well as differences in the time horizons used in the tests.

In discussing how banks use stress tests, Fender, Gibson, and Mosser observe that banks rely on this tool to assess exposures in those asset markets where illiquid conditions and poor historical data make the use of other risk measures difficult. In addition, because stress tests provide a direct measure of a potential loss in portfolio value, bank risk managers regard the tests as an especially effective means of communicating risk to senior management.
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**Publications and Papers**

The Research and Market Analysis Group produces a wide range of publications:


- *Current Issues in Economics and Finance*—a newsletter-style publication offering concise and timely analyses of economic and financial topics.

- *Second District Highlights*—a regional supplement to *Current Issues* covering financial and economic developments in the Federal Reserve System’s Second District.

- *Staff Reports*—technical papers intended for publication in leading economic and finance journals. This series is available only on-line.

- *Publications & Other Research*—an annual catalogue of the Group’s research output.
Recently Published


### Other New Publications

- **An Introduction to Economic Research at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York**: An html document designed to give economists interested in joining the Research and Market Analysis Group a fuller understanding of the Group's activities.
  [www.newyorkfed.org/rmaghome/intro/research/rmagtoc.html](http://www.newyorkfed.org/rmaghome/intro/research/rmagtoc.html)

- **The Regional Economy of Upstate New York**: This quarterly newsletter, produced by the New York Fed's Buffalo Branch, focuses on issues of importance to upstate New York. The fall 2001 issue examines the distinctive patterns of the economic structurings of Buffalo and Rochester.
  [www.newyorkfed.org/rmaghome/regional/newsletter.html](http://www.newyorkfed.org/rmaghome/regional/newsletter.html)
New Titles in the *Staff Reports* Series

The following new *Staff Reports* are available at [www.newyorkfed.org/rmaghome/staff_rp/](http://www.newyorkfed.org/rmaghome/staff_rp/).

**Macroeconomics and Growth**

*No. 139*  
Is Equipment Price Deflation a Statistical Artifact?  
*Bart Hobijn*

The author argues that equipment price deflation might be overstated because the methods used to measure it rely on the erroneous assumption of perfectly competitive markets. The main intuition behind this argument is that what these price indices might actually capture is not a price decrease but the erosion of the market power of existing vintages of machines. To illustrate this, the author introduces an endogenous growth model in which heterogeneous final goods producers can choose their technology, which is provided by monopolistically competing machine suppliers. This market structure implies that the best machines are marketed to the best workers and sold at the highest markup. In the model’s economy, the endogenously determined markups are such that standard methods will tend to find equipment price deflation, even though the model exhibits no such deflation.

**International**

*No. 140*  
Specialization and the Volume of Trade: Do the Data Obey the Laws?  
*James Harrigan*

The core subjects of trade theory are the pattern and volume of trade: which goods are traded by which countries, and how much of those goods is traded. The first part of this paper discusses evidence on comparative advantage, with an emphasis on carefully connecting theoretical models with data analyses. The second part considers the theoretical foundations of the gravity model and reviews the small number of studies that have tried to test, rather than simply use, the implications of gravity. Both parts of the paper yield the same conclusion: we are still in the very early stages of empirically understanding specialization and the volume of trade, but the work to date can serve as a starting point for further research.

*No. 142*  
One Reason Countries Pay Their Debts: Renegotiation and International Trade  
*Andrew K. Rose*

This paper estimates the effect of sovereign debt renegotiation on international trade. Sovereign default may be associated with a subsequent decline in international trade either because creditors want to deter default by debtors, or because trade finance dries up after default. To estimate the effect, the author uses an empirical gravity model of bilateral trade and a large panel data set covering fifty years and more than 200 trading partners. The model controls for various factors that influence bilateral trade flows, including the incidence of International Monetary Fund programs. Using the dates of sovereign debt renegotiations conducted through the Paris Club as a proxy measure for sovereign default, the author finds that renegotiation is associated with an economically and statistically significant decline in bilateral trade between a debtor and its creditors. The decline is approximately 8 percent a year and persists for about fifteen years.
Banking and Finance

No. 141
Common Determinants of Bond and Stock Market Liquidity: The Impact of Financial Crises, Monetary Policy, and Mutual Fund Flows
Tarun Chordia, Asani Sarkar, and Avanidhar Subrahmanyam
The authors study common determinants of daily bid-ask spreads and trading volume for the bond and stock markets over the 1991-98 period. They find that spread changes in one market are affected by lagged spread and volume changes in both markets. Further, spread and volume changes are predictable to a considerable degree using lagged market returns, lagged interest rates, lagged spreads, and lagged volume. During financial crises, stock and bond spreads and volume are more volatile and become more highly correlated; moreover, money supply positively affects financial market liquidity, albeit with a two-week lag. During normal times, increases in mutual fund flows enhance stock market liquidity and trading volume, but during financial crises, U.S. government bond funds see higher inflows, resulting in increased bond market liquidity.

Papers Presented by Economists in the Research and Market Analysis Group


This paper lays out an analytical framework to examine the transmission mechanism and how each of several forms of financial innovation has affected the elements of the framework in recent decades.


The authors present evidence that time-sensitive products are being increasingly sourced from places close to the United States, supporting their argument that distance can become more—not less—important as transport and communication costs fall.

The study argues that the reduced estimated effect of exogenous interest rate fluctuations in the United States since the early 1980s can be attributed to changes in the systematic elements of monetary policy.


Using data on bond spreads and ratings, the authors find evidence that the risk of banks seen as “too big to fail” receives more lenient pricing than the risk of smaller banks and nonbanks.


The paper shows that optimal monetary rules for interdependent economics trade off a larger domestic output gap against lower import prices. Gains from international monetary cooperation are related in a nonmonotonic way to the degree of exchange rate pass-through.


The authors find evidence that workers’ educational levels and age, along with the long economic expansion of the 1990s, help account for the low U.S. unemployment rate in the decade.

“Welfare Reform, Economic Growth, and Disadvantaged Households in New York City,” Carol Rapaport. Graduate Center of the City University of New York Seminar, New York City, December 4.

This study shows how the combination of strong economic growth and welfare reform resulted in a decrease in the welfare caseload and an increase in employment between 1996 and 1999 in New York City.


The paper argues that free riding—rather than efficiency gains—may be the driving force behind anticompetitive exclusive dealing.
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Publications are available at www.newyorkfed.org/rmaghome/publications.html. You can also subscribe to publications or obtain many back issues from our web site.

Infrastructure and Social Welfare in Metropolitan America
Andrew F. Haughwout

The Effect of Employee Stock Options on the Evolution of Compensation in the 1990s
Hamid Mehran and Joseph Tracy

Personal On-Line Payments
Kenneth N. Kuttner and James J. McAndrews

The Effect of Interest Rate Options Hedging on Term-Structure Dynamics
John Kambhu and Patricia C. Mosser

Current Issues in Economics and Finance, Vol. 7
No. 10
An International Survey of Stress Tests
Ingo Fender, Michael S. Gibson, and Patricia C. Mosser

No. 11
The Effect of Tax Changes on Consumer Spending
Charles Steindel
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